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INPUT

Identifying Factors for Increasing ACS Market Penetration

in U.S. Telecommunications Companies

I. OBJECTIVES

Determine current and planned applications using Storage Technology's Automated
Cartridge- System (ACS) in telecommunications compames (telcos) in the U.S.

Develop applications-driven metrics that can be used to determine the potential for
additional sales of ACS in U.S. telcos.

Assess the competitive market factors which will affect the use of and demand for

ACS in U.S. telcos.

Demonstrate the value of vertical market analysis as a means for increasing the
penetration of ACS in the U.S. market.
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11. SCOPE

Research will be conducted with U.S. telco users of ACS and providers of information
services to telcos. At the completion of this research and analysis INPUT will prepare a
report that will address the following issues:

Which telco applications are ACS being used for now? How does this vary by
company? Which applications have had the most success?

In which companies and for what telco applications are ACS use planned? Are
these new or modified applications? Is ACS use in some applications expected to

decline? Why?

What are the metrics related to applications use? (See Exhibit 1 for an illustration

for how such metrics may be presented.)

What are the reasons for the adoption or rejection of ACS by different companies?
Is this application-related?

What have been the benefits and problems associated with ACS in telcos?

To what extent can "best practices" or "best use" of ACS be transplanted from one
telco to another (or within the same telco)?

Is an ACS acquisition viewed as a standalone product decision, or as part of an
overall solution to a business problem? Is this view changing?

How is the increased role of end users in applications decision making affecting

ACS in teicos? Is this Ukely to change in the future?

Are there trends in the telco industry affecting the longer term position of ACS (for

example, geographic centralization of IS in RBOCs; functional decentralization;

outsourcing)?

What are the long term impacts on the use of ACS as a result of information

services being supplied to telcos (e.g., systems integration, outsourcing, processing

services)? To what extent are the suppliers of such services facilitators of the use of

ACS or barriers to ACS use?

What is the impact of hardware competitors in the telco segment, such as IBM or

Memorex, who are offering competing technologies and/or products?
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III. METHODOLOGY

INPUT will perform targeted research and analysis to address the issues raised in "Scope".

INPUT will conduct structured interviews with:

IS and business unit executives in U.S. telecommunications companies which are

users of ACS

RBOCs (and constituent companies, where appropriate)

Independent and long distance companies

Information service suppliers to the telco segment (such as AGS, CSC, EDS)

StorageTek product and marketing staff

INPUT anticipates conducting over 30 interviews as shown in Exhibit 2. In the telco

segment, INPUT expects to interview at least one business unit executive for every IS

executive interviewed; this interviewing target is due to the increased importance of end
users generally in the planning and product acquisition process. Approximately sue

interviews will be face-to-face interviews with key customers ~ in order to obtain an in-

depth understanding of motivations and plans. The other interviews will be conducted by
telephone by experienced INPUT staff.

INPUT will develop an interview guide that will be reviewed with StorageTek. The
interview guide will be tested and modified, if required.

The project will start with a kick-off meeting in Denver to

Finalize the content of the interview guide

Finalize the schedule

Analyze ACS customers and their characteristics

Determine interview targets

Interview account managers and other StorageTek staff

INPUT will then conduct the interview research.

StorageTek's identity will not be revealed to respondents. As an incentive to take part in

the study respondents will be supplied a summary of the study's findings; this will be
reviewed with StorageTek.
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Approximately half way through the interview process, INPUT will review preliminary
findings with StorageTek by conference call.

After research is completed, INPUT will analyze the data and prepare its findings.

Examples of analytic techniques include:

Development of company/application matrices along the lines of the example
presented in Exhibit 1. This analysis will focus on such things as

The reasons why some customers are more intensive ACS customers than
others.

Why some customers are less intensive users of ACS.

Similarly, why applications in particular companies have a higher (or lower)
intensity of ACS use than other companies.

Actionable information on companies' plans (or lack of plans) to utilize ACS and
how StorageTek can maximize its penetration.

Contrasting the current market size and the potential market for ACS in the U.S.

telco sector, broken down by major apphcation.

On the completion of its analysis, INPUT will prepare a written report of its findings and
recommendations and make a presentation of results in Denver.

IV. DELIVERABLES

In the course of the study, INPUT will furnish StorageTek with the following deliverables:

A written report containing an executive summary, findings and backup analysis,

current and potential ACS applications markets, customer opportunity potential,

third party and competitive issues, and recommendations.

Presentation of findings in an executive presentation format.
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SCHEDULE

INPUT can begin work within five days of project authorization. INPUT proposes the
following schedule. This schedule may be adjusted as a result of the kickoff meeting.

Week Activity

1 Develop interview guide; kickoff meeting in Denver

2 Test and refine interview guide; begin interviews

4 Mid-point review (via telephone)

5 Complete interviews

6 Begin analysis

8 Complete report

9 Make presentation in Denver

VI. FEES

INPUTS professional fee for the study will be $39,000.

One-half of INPUTs professional fee for the study ($19,500) is due and payable upon
authorization of the study; the remainder at the time of the presentation of results.

Out-of-pocket expenses (telephone, production, and travel) are in addition to the -

professional fees and will be billed at cost. INPUT does not expect these to exceed $5,000.

This proposal will remain valid for thirty days, unless extended in writing.

Storage Technology Corporation can initiate the study by providing authorization in the
blocks provided below.
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AUTHORIZATION

To authorize the project as specified please sign and return one copy of this proposal, along
with the initial fee. Upon acceptance by INPUT, a countersigned copy of the proposal will

be returned to Storage Technology Corporation.

AUTHORIZED BY:

Storage Technology Corporation

ACCEPTED BY:

INPUT

Name Name

Trtle" Title"

Date Date
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EXHIBIT 1

Analysis of ACS Use by Application
(Illustrative)

Application

B

C

D

TOTAL

* ** 6B/
GB Lines Line

ACS CUSTOMERS

GB/
GB Lines Line

N

GB/
GB Lines Line

Total

GB/
GB Lines Line

Gigabytes of ACS storage ** Number of applicable lines supported

V
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Exhibit 2

Proposed Interview Distribution

Target Number.of *Number of
Groijp Companies Inferviews

Telcos 10 22

Information Service 5 7

ACS Competitors 3. 4

TOTAL 18 33

*IS and business unit interviews in telcos
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*** Confidential ***

YN-ST1 Custom - Storage Technology
INPUT USA - 1992
Project Report

Period 47 Ending 11-20-92

Page 121

12/01/92 11:38

Person Days

Actual
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ESMO Accompl ish Plan Actual
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0.0

0.9
0.0
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0.0
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Identifying Factors for Increasing ATCL Market Penetration in U.S. Telcos INPUT

I

Introduction

This chapter describes the objectives and scope of the study, the

methodology used, and the organization of this report.

A

Objectives and Scope of the Study

The overall objectives of the study include the following:

• Determine current and planned applications using Storage

Technology's Automated Tape Cartridge Library System (ATCL) in

telecommunications companies (telcos) in the U.S.

• Develop applications-driven metrics that can be used to determine

the potential for additional sales of ATCL in U.S. telcos.

• Assess the competitive market factors which will affect the use of

and demand for ATCL in U.S. telcos.

• Demonstrate the value of vertical market analysis as a means for

increasing the penetration of ATCL in the U.S. market.

The scope, or issues to be addressed in the course of the study,

include:

• Which telco applications are Automated Tape Cartridge Libraries

(ATCL) being used for now? How does this vary by company?

Which applications have had the most success?
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• In which companies and for what telco appHcations are ATCL use

planned? Are these new or modified appUcations? What is the

status of optical storage and RAID as competitive storage media?

Is ATCL use in some applications expected to decline? Why?

• What are the metrics related to applications use? (See Exhibit 1 for

an illustration for how such metrics may be presented.)

• What are the reasons for the adoption or rejection of ATCL by

different companies? Is this application-related?

• What have been the benefits and problems associated with ATCL in

telcos?

• To what extent can "best Practices" or best use" of ATCL be

transplanted from one telco to another (or within the same telco)?

• Is an ATCL acquisition viewed as a standalone product decision, or

as part of an overall solution to a business problem? Is this view

changing?

• How is the increased role of end users in appHcations decision

making affecting ATCL in telcos? Is this likely to change in the

future?

• Are there trends in the telco industry affecting the longer term

position of ATCL (for example, geographic centralization of IS in

RBOCs; functional decentralization; outsourcing)?

• What are the long term impacts n the use of ATCL as a result of

information services being supplied to telcos (e.g., systems

integration, outsourcing, processing services)? To what extent are

the suppliers of such services facilitators of the use of ATCL or

barriers to ATCL use?

• What is the impact of hardware competitors in the telco segment,

such as IBM or Memorex, who are offering competing technologies

and/or products?
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B

Methodology and Project History

INPUT performed targeted research on storage planning and decision

making to address the issues raised in "Scope" above.

Research was conducted by means of structured interviews. The

interview guide was reviewed with STC in November 1992. Appendix

A contains a copy of the interview guide.

The following classes and numbers of companies were initially

targeted:

• Telcos: 10

• Competitors: 3

• Information service companies (e.g., systems integrators): 3

In fact, INPUT interviewed most large telcos and several smaller ones

(Exhibit I-l). (INPUT also had partial interviews with four other

large telcos.) The other vendors which INPUT interviewed are shown

in Exhibit 1-2. Interviews were conducted in November and

December 1992, with several supplemental interviews in January

1993.

In addition to the information obtained from these targeted interviews

INPUT also drew on its research and understanding of the

relationship of applications needs and information systems generally

as well as specific consulting assignments for (and within) large telcos.

Interviewees were almost always forthcoming, once they had been

identified and contact established. Almost 40 respondents were

interviewed within telcos; the types of respondent is shown in Exhibit

1-3.

The project status was reviewed in a conference call on December 14,

1992. It was agreed that a management presentation (overhead foils)

would initially be made, followed by a written report which would deal

with questions and comments arising from the presentation. The

presentation was tentatively set for mid-January in Louisville; this as

later changed at STC's initiative to February 1.
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The presentation materials were reviewed in a conference call on

January 28. It was agreed at that time that additional application

detail beyond that summarized in the presentation material would be

desirable. After the conference call of February 11, INPUT proposed

a method on February 16 for reporting additional detail on

applications and storage for major ATCL users. There were

additional conference calls on February 26 and March 30 to discuss

further changes to the study. This report covers all the points raised

in these conference calls which are within the scope of the project.
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c

Organization of this Report

This report is organized using the "Scope" in SectionA of this chapter

as a template.

Chapter Contents

I Introduction

II Current ATCL Usage

III Planned ATCL Usage

IV Metrics related to ATCL Use

V Reasons for ATCL Acceptance/

Rejection, Including Benefits

and Problems

VI Trends Affecting ATCL Use

VII Role of End Users

VIII Potential for Transplanting

ATCL "Best Practices"

IX ATCL Hardware Competitors

X Summary and Recommendations

For the most part there is a one-to-one correlation between Scope

items and chapters. Appendix B shows the crosswalk between scope

points and chapters.
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Exhibit 1-1

Telcos Interviewed

10 Large Telcos

Ameritech

Bell Atlantic

NYNEX

SNET

US West

Pacific Bell

AT&T

MCI

Southwestern Bell

Bell South

3 Small Telcos

Concord

United Tel

Commonwealth

V
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Exhibit 1-2

Vendor Respondents

Information Service Vendors

CDC

EDS

Computer Power

CGA

S 1 Co.

(small contract services vendor)

Massive Storage Vendors

IBM

NCR

Systems Industries

Connor Peripherals

Data General

V
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Exhibit 1-3

Type of Telco

Respondents Interviewed

End Users 14

IS Management 4

IS Application Staff 11

IS Planners 9

*Some end user interviews were brief,

as discussed in Chapter IV.

v
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II

Current ATCL Usage

All telcos interviewed were using at least some ATCL (Exhibit II- 1);

the actual amounts ranged from under one terabyte to around 30.

Almost three-quarters of the ATCL capacity resulted from

conversions from tape or cartridge; the remainder came from disk

conversions (Exhibit II-2).

The reasons for the movement of data to ATCL were chiefly reported

to be cost reduction as indicated in Exhibit II-3.

• The use ofATCL units reduced the need for magnetic tape

librarians and operators considerably.

• Problems resulting from the use of many individual tapes that could

be misplaced or filed incorrectly were also reduced through the

improved control resulting from the use of ATCL.

• Conversions from disk was also motivated mainly by a desire to

reduce costs.

• Increased reliability was also cited as a reason for converting from

disk since some installations had encountered severe problems in

restarting jobs using disk storage.

• The only example of converting to ATCL for application-driven

reasons was one of the disk to ATCL conversions. Here the reason

was that data on tape cartridges in an ATCL would be less likely to

be lost through equipment problems than data on a disk storage

unit.
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Exhibit 11-1

Current ATCL Installations In Large

Telcos Reported by Respondents

Terabytes*

30 • •

20

10 • • •

5 • •
• •
• •

•

1 • •

• Approximate installation

size in Terabytes

• = 1 Installation
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Exhibit 11-2

Type of Storage Used
Pre-ATCL, by Installation Size

installation
Number of Installations

Size (Approx.

Terabytes)

Tape/

Cartridge Disk Total

30 2 0 2

10 2 1 3

3-5 4 3 7

1 or under 2 0 2

Total 10 4 14

Percent 71 29 100
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Exhibit 11-3

Reasons for Switching to ATCL

Reduce Costs

Better Control

of Tapes

Faster Access

Increased

Reliability

Application

Need

0 m Tape/Cartridge to ATCL (N=10)

0 Disk to ATCL (N=4)

25

25

J L J 1

0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent of Large Telcos
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III

Planned ATCL Usage

Exhibit III-l summarizes the expected changes in ATCL use:

• The two largest ATCL installations expect to replace at least some

of their current ATCL capacity; possibly in five years only a

relatively small amount of ATCL may be left, depending on current

experiments with RAID and optical storage. INPUT considers this

a key finding.

• One of the largest users of ATCL plans to convert to a RAID device

in order to obtain a higher level of protection for data through back-

up. A similar reason was also stated by the other large user of

ATCL who planned to use RAID or optical storage to obtain a

higher level of back-up. In both of these situations, end users were

not being informed of the cost implications of the back-up strategies

being considered.

Two other sites are planning changes from ATCL.

• One plans to change to RAID or optical storage for cost reasons,

and a second plans to change to RAID to meet an application

related criteria of a user regarding reliability of data storage devices.

• Another site is planning to continue to utilize ATCL, but is not

expecting growth; it will compress data to meet future needs for

additional storage.

A majority of sites expect fairly modest growth in their ATCL usage

from growth in existing applications. This growth will be essentially

limited by growth in the underlying business: For billing and

customer files this is relatively low (around 3%-5% a year).

iii-i
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Two of the telcos expect to put new applications onto ATCL, but

these are not expected to result in large additions to ATCL capacity.

RAID and optical storage are the replacement media of choice,

basically for backup and, in a smaller installation, for reasons of cost.

This site is basing their cost estimate on limited research of RAID
units.

One choice of optical storage is applications-driven. It meets the

access time required for on-line queries.

Overall, ATCL use will plateau or decline as a result of decision

making that has focused on hardware rather than application criteria.

• RAID technology and optical storage will make imoads in some

sites.

• New types of disk storage with greater density may also satisfy some

needs for mass storage, according to a few IS planners.

Chapters V and VI provide more information on the reasons and

motivation for these changes.
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Exhibit

Expected Changes in ATCL Use

3-5

1 or Under

'x--->.->:-^.>... ...
: •^;*:^-&>^

.vA:^.x.,(^..^.AJ(.^;-
: . :>';«:»-''x-v.^<«>.<m^

•'•<-'-v.vj:-^.^.,.. r: '•;-.*«v.>-.»c..<
...... ^'>vsx..:vv.

Total

01 23456789 1011 121314
Number of ATCL Installations

Growth: New applications

M File growth in existing applications

No growth

Some ATCL replacement





Exhibit lli-2

Reason for ATCL Replacement

Installation Size

(Approx.)

Terabytes

Expected Media/Reason

RAID Optical*

30 Backup

30 Backup Backup

3-5 Cost Cost

3-5 Application

requirement

•Optical may be mixed with RAID

YT1
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IV
Detailed Metrics Related To ATCL Use

The 20 exhibits in this chapter (Exhibits IV-1A to IV-lOB) show the

detail of appHcation use reported for each of the large telcos

interviewed.

Almost all were using ATCL in connection with the billing and/or

their customer files; these two applications overlap considerably.

Both from the data and from the interviews there did not appear to be

much scope for expanding ATCL use in these applications.

Administrative applications in these companies use a relatively small

amount of storage and do not appear to offer much scope for ATCL.

Attempts were made to discuss purchasing, service and inventory

applications to eUcit more information on storage use. This resulted

in only a few additional responses. One telco stated that it wasn't

meaningful to discuss these applications in regard to large scale

storage.

The three additional, smaller telcos that were interviewed are not

included in the reports included in this chapter. They all utilized disks

and tape cartridges for applications that required significant amounts

of data for reasons of economy and control of data. One of these

three planned to convert to optical storage in the future. The other

two are uncertain.
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Exhibit IV-IA

Telco 1: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Othfrw 1 n t rv

Tape DASD
Other
Storage Total

Reasons
FOR Movement

TO ATCL

Customer File 30 6 Raid and
OPTICAL
IN TEST

36 Economy, also more
CONTROL
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Exhibit IV-IB

Telco 1: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

ApPI TrATTON ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

from atcl

Customer File neg. 45
(RAID)

45 -Back-up (1) ^
-Cost/performance (2)

-Safest (3)

* Expect cost/performance of RAID units to improve significantly by late 1990s.
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Exhibit IV-2A

Telco 2: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
for Movement

TO ATCL

Customer File

AND Billing

30 37 10 Testing
RAID

77 Economy, also faster
and easier to get into
operation

Inventory
*

Files

* Would not discuss.
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Exhibit IV-2B

Telco 2: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

HrrLlUMI J.UN ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

FROM ATCL

Customer File 50-60
on raid

or optical

50-60 Better back-up

Billing 5 10
ON RAID

15
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Exhibit IV-3A

Telco 3: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
FOR Movement

TO ATCL

RtI I TM/l AKin

Accounting
9 1

*
10 Economy

Administration 1
(disk and

TAPE
cartridge)

1

Microfiche

Files

Testing
Optical

.2

* Being converted to ATCL
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Exhibit IV-3B

Telco 3: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

APPLICATION ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

rpriM ATPI

Billing and
Accounting

11.5
*

11.5

HDMINI5TRATIOIN 1
(optical)

1 More control

Microfiche .2
(optical)

.2 -Application factor

-(Satisfies access time
requirements for on-
LINE queries)

* Growth in business trans
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Exhibit IV-4A

Telco 4: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
for Movement

to ATCL

HLL AHKLiUA-
TIONS ON ^
COMPUTER

10 1

(from tape
TO ATCL)

11 -Sufficiently fast
ACCESS

-Economic to run
(primary reason)

Microfiche Optical
BEING

INSTALLED

* Won't discuss separately

INPUT
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Exhibit IV-4B

Telco 4: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

from atcl

All on

computer

10 10
*

Microfiche 8
Optical

8 Economy and reliability

* Data compression will be used to accommodate growth.
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Exhibit IV-5A

Telco 5: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
FOR Movement

TO ATCL

Customer

File

10 2
*

12 Economy

Inventory .2 .2

* Moving to ATCL
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Exhibit IV-5B

Telco 5: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Pmtiidp MnX/PMPNT

from ATCL

Customer

File

13
*

1 14
*

Inventory .2 .2

* Growth in business driving ATCL
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Exhibit IV-6A

Telco 6: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
FOR Movement

TO ATCL

Billing

Records

Converting
TO

5+ 5+ -Access

-Control

Billing

History

Converting
TO

3 3 Economy

Less active

Billing

Records

Optical

>1

>1

These are all one set of applications.
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Exhibit IV-6B

Telco 6: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

from atcl

Billing

Records

6+ 6+

Billing

History

3 3

Less active

(low growth)

Optical
>1

>1

Optical being tested. RAID to be tested.
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Exhibit IV-7A

Telco 7: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
FOR Movement

TO ATCL

Call detail

analysis

5 5 -Access time OK
-Control
-Cost

Line analysis 3
FROM TAPE

3 -Control
-Cost
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Exhibit IV-7B

Telco 7: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

from atcl

Call detail

analysis

5

RAID OR
Optical

5 Cost, also access

Line Analysis 3 3 Reliability





Exhibit IV-8A

Telco 8: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
FOR Movement

TO ATCL

Customer File 5
*

1+ 6 -Economy in tape
operation

-Control

Billing

accounting

3
**

3

* Growth in business trans
WILL drive growth

** Fast access; present software
supports it.
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Exhibit IV-8B

Telco 8: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

from atcl

Customer

File

8
*

8

Billing

accounting

5
*

5

* RAID AND OPTICAL BEING REVIEWED (PARTICULARLY FOR DASD)

INPUT
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Exhibit IV-9A

Telco 9: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application atcl
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
for Movement

TO ATCL

All 4
*

.5
(tape to
ATCL)

4.5 Economy

* Growth due to growth in business
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Exhibit IV-9B

Telco 9: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

from atcl

All 5
*

.3 5.3

* Exploring RAID

Rejected optical - not cost effective
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Exhibit IV-lOA

Telco 10: 1993 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons
for Movement

TO ATCL

t 1 III AnLELLULAR

BILLING

.5
*

.1
**

.6 -Appltpatton factor
(safer storage for
sensitive data)
-Economy

Administration

(facility
related)

4 Moving
from dasd
TO ATCL

4

* RAID TO BE tested; ** Old files
WILL DRIVE GROWTH SUPPORTS IT.
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Exhibit IV-lOB

Telco 10: 1997 Storage Profile

Storage (TB)

Application ATCL
Other
Tape DASD

Other
Storage Total

Reasons for
Future Movement

from ATCL

Cellular

BILLING

.9
*

.1 1 Mere economic disk
drives and raid algos

Administration 5
*

5

RAID BEING TESTED AND EVALUATED.
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V
Reasons For ATCL Use: Acceptance, Rejection, Benefits,

Problems

The primary motivation behind storage decisions in large telcos is cost

and performance, i.e., "hardware-based" decisions (see Exhibit V-1).

Application-driven decisions are responsible for a much smaller

proportion of storage decisions.

• Examples of application-driven decisions include:

-Converting to ATCL to provide safer storage for sensitive biUing

data

-Meeting the access time required to serve an on-line query need

• A number of respondents including users who supplied some

information referred to "hardware-based" factors as application

criteria, stating that economy of storage and back-up capabilities

were application related criteria driving the selection of storage.

Part of INPUT'S investigation was to determine the relative strengths

and weaknesses of the major storage media (Exhibits V-2 through V-

7). (Note: "Tape" in these exhibits includes non-ATCL cartridges.)

• ATCL is strongest from a cost standpoint. Optical and, RAID are

also perceived as having cost advantages. RAID's cost advantage is

over conventional disks (Exhibit V-2).

• RAID and optical are viewed as more reliable (Exhibit V-3).

• Disk and ATCL are seen as having performance advantages. The

ATCL advantage is in comparison to conventional tape. When
compared to disk/RAID, ATCL is at a disadvantage (Exhibit V-4).
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• Both ATCL and optical are seen as having control advantages

versus magnetic tape since the movement of loose tapes being

moved to and from storage is reduced (Exhibit V-5).

• Optical is viewed as desirable for some applications where on-line

access for query is involved (Exhibit V-6).

• RAID is currently seen as being too complex by a few installations.

However, INPUT expects to see that disadvantage disappear as

planners become more familiar with RAID (Exhibit V-7).
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Exhibit V-1

Primary Reason for Storage Decisions:

Large Telcos

Reasons

"Hardware-Based"

(Cost, Performance)

Application-Driven

Current

B Future
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Exhibit V-2

Storage Media Rated

from Standpoint of Cost

50

*

20

20

20m
1 . A 1

60 40 20 0

Percent of Telcos Rating as

Weakness

0 20 40 60

Percent of Telcos Rating as

Strength

* = No rating
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Exhibit V-3

Storage Media Rated from

Standpoint of Reliability

30

ATCL

Tape

RAID

Optical

Disk

7?.

60 40 20 0

Percent of Telcos Rating as

Weakness

• = No rating
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Strength
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Exhibit V-4

Storage Media Rated from

Standpoint of Performance

J u

ATCL

Tape

RAID

Optical

Disk

30

60 40 20 <

Percent of Telcos Rating as

Weakness

* = No rating
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Strength
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Exhibit V-5

Storage Media Rated from

Standpoint of Control

"A

' I L.

ATCL

Tape

RAID

Optical

Disk

60 40 20 0

Percent of Telcos Rating as

Weakness

* = No rating
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Percent of Telcos Rating as

Strength
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Exhibit V-6

Storage Media Rated from

Standpoint of Supporting Application

I -L.

ATCL

Tape

RAID

Optical
7>

Disk

60 40 20 0

Percent of Telcos Rating as

Weakness
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Strength

* = No rating
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Exhibit V-7

Storage Media Rated from

Standpoint of Complexity

20
7?
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Tape
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VI
Trends Affecting ATCL Use

This chapter examines trends that will have an impact on ATCL use,

both storage trends as well as broader trends.

Exhibit VI-1 shows the major storage planning objectives found in

interviews with telcos.

• Providing local storage has been relatively unimportant up to now;

however, in the coming years providing the right mix of centralized

and decentralized storage v^dll become extremely important for

telcos.

• Backup and access control, already important now, will become

even more so in a decentralized environment: How will the trade-

off be made between providing user and functional departments

with storage and not losing control (or data)?

• This planning will take place in a context of trying to reduce overall

costs of storage. Based on INPUTs research in this and other

studies, cost control will in fact be less important than the preceding

motivators. As control of applications shifts to user departments

(Exhibit VI-2), users see technology costs as only one component of

a larger cost picture; they are willing to trade increased technology

costs for other advantages, such as local control.

• There also appears to be an increasing feeling that the use of

magnetic tape in general (including ATCL) should be reduced.

INPUT has seen a very strong tendency for centralized control of IT

operations to decrease as applications become more decentralized

(Exhibit VI-3). Some organizations, including major telcos, are

approaching the decentralized situation shown in Exhibit VI-4.

CHent/server architecture is one of the main technological "symptom"

of these changes.
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INPUT believes that these long term trends are on the whole not very

supportive of ATCL use. RAID is much more acceptable and,

indeed, appropriate in these settings, particularly where various size

RAID devices can be employed.

Several information technology vendors feel that a central capability

might be implemented, however, that could serve multiple users.

They admit that many users may also want to have local storage, since

response time and costs might be lower.
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Exhibit VI-1

Future Storage Planning Objectives

Provide Local Storage for

Distributed Applications

Better Back-Up

Better Access Control

Reduce Overall

Costs of Storage

Reduce Mag
Tape Generally

Low Medium/ Medium Medium/ High

Low High
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Exhibit VI-2

"A

User Departments with

More Applications Decision

Making Than IS

Size (Revenues)

Over$1 Billion

$500 M - $1 B

0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent of Firms
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Exhibit VI-3

Centra-
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IT Trends
operations
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Exhibit VI-4

Organizational Position of IS Unit

Future

Corporate

Management

Corporate

Functions

Corporate

Planning

Sales

IS

Research and
Development

IS

Operations

IS

Finance and
Accounting

IS

Human
Resources

IS

Marketing

OH

Administration

IS

Operating Units Support Units
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vn
Role Of End Users

Interviews with end users of application systems revealed that they

were not imposing or stating their criteria to IS in relation to decisions

on massive storage.

• Although contacts were made with over 14 end users they referred

interviewers to equipment planners in the IS department or just to

the IS department.

• Eight end users were interviewed who had responsibility for

applications involving large amounts of file storage, but four of these

immediately referred all questions on large scale storage to the IS

department. The other four discussed a few points before referring

all questions to the IS department or equipment planners.

• Six other end user contacts referred immediately to the IS

department.

• These types of end users are categorized Exhibit VII- 1.

As indicated earlier in Chapter V, the net effect of end user

application criteria on decisions related to mass storage is to shift

decision making to equipment planners or other planners in IS. This

naturally results in hardware factors being stressed. Information

services vendors who were interviewed feel that end users have

deferred to IS planners for two reasons:

• During the recent past, IS, with the prompting of users, has made

great strides to reduce operational costs related to the use of

magnetic tape files. End users have been generally pleased with

that process, and it has led them to rely on IS in regard to the use of

mass storage.

• Storage technology has become more complex with the introduction

of RAID and new optical devices.
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The end user role has to date been Hmited to setting overall

application requirements and general specifications. Their role has,

at most, been indirect in setting general parameters or expectations.

Four end users were able to discuss this aspect of their involvement,

as shown in Exhibit VII-2; note that even these users had no direct

effect or detailed knowledge of storage factors.

INPUT expects this situation to change somewhat (for the reasons set

forth in the preceding chapter) as functional departments take greater

responsibility for their applications and as operations are

decentralized.

Users are beginning to realize the importance of segmenting

applications and storage. To the extent that they are aware of the

issues, RAID and optical storage occupy their thinking. They have

not had presentations or read articles on ATCL according to several

contacts. General publications in the information technology field

have published more articles focusing n the use of RAID, recently.
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Exhibit VII-1

End User Knowledge of

and Involvement with Storage

Decisions In Large Telcos

End User End User
Knowledge Involvement

Category with Storage
Decisions

End user can discuss

relation of storage

and application

End user does not

understand relation of

storage and application

End user does not

get involved with

storage issues

Number of End User Interviewed
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Exhibit VII-2

End User Impact on Storage Decisions

Application

Type

Name and

address file

Number
of Users

Application

Factors Cited

by End Users

Operational cost

and ability to store

or utilize part of

file in end user

areas

Billing file 1 Reliability, back-up,

cost, access time

and ability to store

or segment file

Administration 1 Reliability, back-up
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VIII
Potential For Transplanting ATCL "Best Practices"

One of the things that was examined in the study was the extent to

which ATCL uses could be transferred from areas of high usage to

areas of low usage, i.e. transferring "best practices" from the

standpoint of ATCL. There are two ways that this can happen:

• Identifying telcos where ATCL is used on a large scale and

contrasting that to low usage telcos.

• Identifying new or innovative uses of ATCL.

As shown in chapter IV, ATCL is largely used in the biUing/customer

record application area. ^1 the large telcos interviewed are using

now ATCL in these application areas. (See detail in Chapter IV.)

Where ATCL use is lower in these areas it is because the application

overall is smaller, and not because there is other, existing storage still

to be displaced.

As noted also in chapter IV, the use of ATCL to support other

applications is Hmited.

INPUT also performed an analysis of future applications directions in

telcos to see if there were other applications areas that ATCL either

had a foothold in now or would be suited for. This analysis is shown

in Exhibit VIII-

L

• Outside of the current core ATCL areas of customer files and

billing, the other application types are part of business functions

being decentralized and for which cUent/server technology is being

planned or considered.

• Where new services set up customer files and billing (e.g., cellular)

these also tend to have new, separate files set up.

This analysis supports the findings in chapter III, where the major

storage expansion (indeed, the replacement of ATCL) is taking place

with RAID and optical storage.
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Exhibit VIII-1

Future Application Directions

Business

Function

Decentralization

Centralized

Processing -

Separate Files

for New Services
Client/Server

Technology

Customer files
X

Billing
VA

Analysis of line and

equipment use

X X

Planning models and

system

X X

Service planning,

monitoring, reporting

X X

Administration including

accounting, purchasing

and personnel

X X

Inventory and

warehouse systems

X X

Materials management
* X

• Networked functions
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IX
ATCL Hardware Competitors

Contacts were made with five vendors of massive storage technology

as well as five information services vendors as shown in Exhibit IX-

1

in order to gain further information about the market for large scale

storage devices in telcos.

• Two of the vendors contacted were among a group of vendors that

were mentioned without prompting by telcos.

• As shown in Exhibit IX-2, the vendor mentioned most frequently

without prompting was STC.

Topics that vendors were asked about included their interest in and

evaluation of the telco market; what types of massive storage devices

that they were offering to that market; what application areas would

be targeted for sales of their products and what factors that they

thought were being considered by telcos in selecting storage units.

Although four of the five vendors that were contacted felt that the

telco industry had potential for massive storage devices, there was a

varying level of interest in the telco market among these vendors.

• System Industries is interested in a group of industries including

telcos. They stated that they can sell units for smaller storage

applications in telcos or compete with STC and IBM on applications

such as billing that require large scale storage.

• Cipherdata, a subsidiary of Connors, stated that they will have new

storage units in the future which will meet telco needs for high

capacity and fast transfer rates. They said their present units are

now meeting needs for smaller volumes of storage in the telco

industry.
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• Contacts at IBM felt that their RAID units and new, more dense

disk drives could meet needs of telcos for large customer files. They

plan to sell large scale storage more aggressively to telcos in the

future, particularly with AS/400 systems.

• NCR and Data General both stated that they were more interested

in financial/banking markets in relation to massive storage needs.

NCR said it was concentrating on the financial market in relation to

the sale of large scale storage. Data General noted that their effort

to supply RAID units for UNIX platforms should result in sales to

user departments in telcos.

As indicated in the above material, vendors offered some information

on their equipment sales strategies in relation to storage needs when
discussing market interests.

• IBM and Data General both mentioned their RAID units in relation

to sales to telcos. When asked for more information on their sales

plans for telcos, IBM also stated that they would offer large scale

storage capabihties on disk or magnetic tape, but did not mention

tape robotics (ATCL) systems.

• System Industries and Cipherdata stressed their ATCL systems, but

only System Industries stated that they had large scale ATCL
systems available (or available in the near future). By large scale,

they said that they meant library systems with a capacity of about 30

gigabytes or more.

• NCR contacts mentioned RAID as well as a tool for re-configuring

DASD devices into a disk array, in relation to the needs of telcos for

large scale storage. In particular, they felt that their products could

be of interest for large customer files.

System Industries and Cipherdata both feel that the telco market

needs storage units that could meet both smaller or distributed needs

as well as larger scale needs for data storage. IBM and NCR also

mentioned that the telco industry needed a range of storage capacities

but did not emphasize the need for storage to serve distributed

capabilities to the extent System Industries and Cipherdata did. Data

General said it is concentrating on RAID units for workstation

platforms and feels that the distribution of IS resources that is starting

in the telco industry could provide an opportunity.
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Four of the vendors mentioned customer files used for billing or

customer record keeping as applications that would be targets for

large scale storage units. Purchasing, administrative or inventory files

were also mentioned by two vendors each. Three vendors also

mentioned distributed applications in general as candidates for their

storage devices.

The appUcation factors that vendors felt would influence decisions for

large scale storage included the following factors, each of which was

mentioned by two vendors.

• The need for an alternative than would offer more control than

offered by storage on magnetic tapes.

• The desire to reduce operational costs particularly when many
operators are involved in storing magnetic tape.

• The need for higher levels of reliability than present disk or tape

storage units can provide.

• The need for storage that offered faster access.

Three vendors also mentioned the distribution of more work to user

areas as a factor that would be involved in selecting storage units at

this time.

When the vendors were asked why the apphcation factors that they

mentioned seemed more hardware oriented, three replied that

decisions involving large storage units were based on a combination of

apphcation types of needs such as access time or providing more

reliability for data that was stored as well as overall types of

considerations such as cost to acquire and operate. The other two

vendors felt that decisions on specific large scale storage units were

chiefly influenced by general factors that could be thought of as higher

level application factors such as the cost of running an application or

meeting the storage needs for data involved in an appUcation.

Five information services vendors listed in Exhibit IX- 1, who provide

services in support of the use of large scale storage, were also

interviewed. A summary of the services offered by these vendors is

shown in Exhibit IX-3.
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• Two of these vendors, CGA and the SI Company, have suppHed

only or chiefly contract personnel for projects involving the use of

massive storage. (CGA has also supplied project managers.) They

both have reported past demand for people with experience in

ATCL and optical storage and more recent demand for experience

with RAID devices.

• The other three information services vendors offered more

comprehensive support for large scale storage needs. As part of its

work with telcos. Computer Power has been involved in the

evaluation of storage needs and the equipment that would be

needed to satisfy those needs. EDS and CDC (Ceridian) both have

interest in the telco market and specific approaches for aiding telcos

to plan for and acquire storage units.

EDS stated that its personnel have a knowledge of telco industry

applications as well as massive storage devices.

• EDS has analyzed needs, recommended storage units and

implemented systems that utilize them. EDS has also resold storage

units.

• An EDS representative stated that general needs to reduce

operational costs, improve access time or achieve higher levels of

reliabiUty are the leading determinants in selecting large scale

storage units,

CDC Systems, a division of CDC (or Ceridian as it is now known),

also specializes in supplying large scale storage systems to telcos as

well as a some other industries. A representative described work at a

telco and an electric utility where CDC Systems had analyzed

problems and installed large scale storage to meet needs.

• At the telco, CDC Systems had installed an ATCL unit to improve

access time to customer file data which had previously been stored

on magnetic tapes. The ATCL also provided savings in operational

costs.

• At the electric utiUty, a storage subsystem had been installed to

meet the needs of distributed IS installations. Both RAID and

ATCL units were being used in the subsystem with certain, critical

data being supplied on-line from the RAID units and other data

being stored on ATCL units.
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• CDC Systems sells storage products to clients including their own

units as well as items they resell.

CDC Systems feels that their experience in planning for the use of

large scale storage has given them the ability to serve the type of

needs that are now prevalent in the telecommunication industry.

They said that these needs included supporting more distributed

capabilities as well as providing economic operation, increasing the

level of protection for stored data and lowering the time required to

access data in customer and other files.

CDC Systems made arrangements for us to interview one of their

clients, the large electric utility referred to above, that was using their

storage subsystem as a server for distributed systems.

• The client representative felt that this type of approach provided

more management for data in storage than a full distribution of data

storage would have entailed.

• He informed us that some users insisted on having their own storage

capabilities and were allowed to obtain optical storage systems to

meet their needs. However, these users were in favor of having

certain files resident in the storage subsystem. According to the

representative, the company and these users realized that decisions

for large scale storage units had to take overall factors into account

including investment, cost of operations, access times, reliability and

technology trends.

Contacts were also made with two other companies and three

additional information services vendors regarding large scale storage

during this project and the following information was obtained:

• One company was using or exploring ATCL, new higher density disk

storage devices, a very high density tape storage system, optical

devices and RAID. IS planning people at this company felt that

RAID units were not fully supported with the software that would

be needed for their use. They also felt that distributed sites might

find new, higher density disk storage units of interest in relation to

their storage needs.

• All these contacts felt that the use of RAID was of greater interest

at this moment despite questions about its cost or complexity. Four

of the contacts also felt that interest was growing in the use of

optical storage devices.
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When asked, four of the contacts stated that the factors involved in

evaluating large scale storage units had to involve more than

characteristics of specific applications. They stated that they had to

involve overall cost, reliability, access time and technology

considerations. The contacts also felt that the storage of large or

critical files of data might be controlled from a central point or

subsystem that could be used as a server for distributed sites.
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Exhibit IX-1

Vendor Respondents

5 Massive Storage Vendors

IBM

NCR

Systems Industries

Connor Peripherals

Data General

5 Information Service Vendors

CDC

EDS

Computer Power

CGA

S I Co.

(small contract services vendor)
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Exhibit IX-2

Manufacturer Recognition
Among Large Telcos

(unprompted)

Vendor Mentioned Number of Mentions

STC 9

Systems Industries 1

IBM 2

Other 2

(EMC, Array Technologies)
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Exhibit IX-3

Storage-Related Services
Provided to Telcos by

Information Services Vendors

Service Percent of Vendors

Technical skills and knowledge 100%

Project Management 80%

Evaluation/recommendation

of massive storage alternatives 60%

Knowledge of industry,

application, and files involved 60%

Developing complex systems that

use multiple types of mass storage 40%
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X
Summary And Recommendations

Until recently, telco storage decisions were made centrally and largely

driven by data center priorities to reduce costs and get control over

large tape libraries.

• Telcos were largely converting the storage component of large scale,

data-driven processing "jobs".

• The word "jobs" is used rather than applications, because these

storage decisions were not driven by any deep analysis of

apphcations needs.

• Indeed, the research for this study has shown how separated

functional areas that own applications are from storage

considerations.

ATCL has in fact deeply penetrated these "natural" ATCL
applications.

• In about half the sites surveyed, ATCL growth will continue, but

essentially limited to the growth of the underlying applications.

That is, the growth will be relatively low.

• There are a few, relatively small applications that are still being

added.

However, aggressive ATCL replacement is planned in several

installations including the two largest found in the survey . This is a

very disturbing finding, especially since the reasons for doing so are in

keeping with the larger trends in the industry, i.e., the stagnation of

traditional data centers and the attractiveness of RAID and optical

storage in terms of providing more safety for stored data and reducing

access times. Exhibit X-1 illustrates these factors contributing to the

plateau/decline in future ATCL use.
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The telcos as a group have lagged behind some other industries in

their business function decentralization. They are now catching up.

As end users obtain more control, INPUT expects that there will be

more decisions to "break up" data centers. If the "broken up"

fragments are large enough or needs for data storage can be provided

from a server(s) that control large files, ATCL can still survive.

However, in a decentralized, user driven environment, other factors

will come into play:

• Economies of scale will be both less achievable and less important;

meeting business goals quickly will be paramount.

• INPUT expects considerably more money to be spent on processing

and storage overall in this new "client/server" environment, but in

different forms and on different technology than today.

INPUT believes that as far as the telco market is concerned, ATCLs
may be moving into a "cash cow" stage.

• The proven reliability and economy of ATCLs will keep them viable

in most of their existing uses for some time.

• There will be some continued growth as planners find that RAID-
type technology is less proven and more expensive than they now

assume. However, RAID will continue to improve.

• RAID and optical storage together may or may not objectively meet

the needs of decentralized environments better than ATCL.
However, the perception that this is so already is a factor to contend

with. INPUT believes that this perception will increase. (Just as the

perception that IBM mainframes are old-fashioned has increasingly

taken hold.)

Based on the activity of information services vendors (see Chapter

IX), there are two alternative strategies which might provide more life

for ATCL units.

• One would involve promoting the concept of large scale storage sub-

systems or servers which could be used to manage large or sensitive

files and provide data to distributed or centralized sites. ATCL or a

mixture of ATCL and other technology could be supplied to meet

user needs.
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• The second would involve establishing strong relations with SI firms

serving telcos and providing them with technological assistance or

bidding jobs with them that involve massive storage. Templates

could be developed for applications that use large scale storage to

show them how ATCL or a combination of large scale storage

technology could be used.
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Exhibit X-1

Contributors to ATCL
Plateau/Decline

High Penetration

in Core ATCL
Applications

Stagnation of

Traditional

Host-Based

Data Centers

Plateau/Decline

In Future ATCL
Use

Increasing

Attractiveness

of Storage

Alternatives

(Optical, •'RAID")
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Appendix A

Survey Questionnaire

I would like to understand the data storage requirements and plans of your data center

(or data centers), especially the most data intensive appHcations.

A. Systems/Data Center Operations

1. What are current storage requirements by type of storage, broken out by magnetic

disk, all tape, tape in automated tape cartridge libraries (ATCL), and other types of

storage (optical, etc.)? [Use form A-1.]

2. Is the environment homogenous (e.g., MVS) or heterogeneous (e.g. IBM and

Unisys)? If heterogeneous, describe how data is shared.

3. What are the primary reasons for allocating data between these different types of

storage? Please discuss. [Focus especially on ATCL.]

4. What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of the different types of storage?

[Focus especially on ATCL; discuss vendors, if possible.]

5. What do you see as the pattern of storage requirements for approximately the next

five years? [Use form A-2.]
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A-1 Overview: Current

Storage Type Gbytes
Appl.

Unfts (1) Reasons
Strengths/
Weaknesses

Magnetic Disk

• Conventional

. RAID

Automated Tape
Cartridge Library

(ATCL)

Optical

Other
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A-2 Overview. 1997

Storage Type Gbytes
Units
(1)

Appl.
Func. Org. Tech. Other

Magnetic Disk

• Conventional

• RAID

A 11trim o f T^Qnf*/\uiuiii<iicu 1 <ipc

Cartridge Library

(ATCL)

Optical

Other
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B. Applications-Oriented Information

I would like to understand the data storage requirements of your most data intensive

applications. [No more than three from one respondent.]

1. What is this application's current storage requirements by type of storage broken

out by magnetic disk, all tape, tape in automated tape cartridge libraries (ATCL),

and other types of storage (optical, etc.)? [Use form B-1.]

2. From a business standpoint what is the best way of measuring the size of this

application? (E.g., number of customers, calls, lines, etc.)

3, What are the reasons for allocating this application's data between these different

types of storage? [Focus especially on ATCL.]

4. For this application, what do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of the

different types of storage? [Focus on ATCL.]

5. For this application, what do you see as the pattern of storage requirements for

approximately the next five years? [Use form B-2.]
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B-1 Application: Current

Storage Type Gbytes
Appl.

Unfts (1) Reasons
Strengths/
Weaknesses

Magnetic Disk

• Conventional

. RAID

AntnrriQtprl Tflnp

Cartridge Library
(ATCL)

Optical

Other
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B-2 Application: 1997

Storage Type Gbytes
Units
(1)

Appl.
Func. Org. Tech. Other

Magnetic Disk

• Conventional

• RAID

A iiItiytkiI'aH T^QTIP/VUlUlIlalcTU Xay%^

Cartridge Library

(ATCL)

Optical

Other
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6. What factors do you see driving these changes? [Use list below for

prompts/discussion.]

Changes in application functions. Examples:

Replacement/modified application

Additional workload (e.g., more customers, more transactions,

additional analytics)

Changes in performance requirements (e.g., update/retrieval)

Organizational changes

Centralization (e.g., absorption of geographical units)

Decentralization (e.g., independent IS decisions in functional units)

Regulated/unregulated parts of the business

"User empowerment"

Technology changes. Examples:

Client/server, open systems

Storage (examples: optical, RAID)
Multimedia requirements

Outsourcing
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6. Continued

Cost pressures

Other (describe)

7. Are there other factors that could change the direction for your organization's

storage requirements?
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Appendix B

Chapter

Crosswalk

II Which telco applications are Automated Tape Cartridge Libraries (ATCL)

being used for now? How does this vary by company? Which

applications have had the most success?

III In which companies and for what telco applications are ATCL use

planned'? Are these new or modified applications? What is the status o\

optical storage and RAID as competitive storage media? Is ATCL use in

some applications expected to decline? Why?

IV What are the metrics related to applications use? (See Exhibit 1 for an

illustration for how such metrics may be presented.)

V What are the reasons for the adoption or rejection of ATCL by different

companies? Is this application-related?

V What have been the benefits and problems associated with ATCL in

telcos?

VIII To what extent can "best practices" or "best use" of ATCL be

transplanted from one telco to another (or within the same telco)?

VI I Is an ATCL acquisition viewed as a standalone product decision, or as

part of an overall solution to a business problem? Is this view changing?

VI I How is the increased role of end users in applications decision making

affecting ATCL in telcos? Is this likely to change in the future?

VI Are there trends in the telco industry affecting the longer term position of

ATCL (for example, geographic centralization of IS in PBGCs; functional

decentralization; outsourcing)?

IX What are the long term impacts on the use of ATCL as a result of

information services being supplied to telcos (e.g., systems integration,

outsourcing, processing services)? To what extent are the suppliers of

such services facilitators of the use of ATCL or barriers to ATCL use?

IX What is the impact of hardware competitors in the telco segment, such

as IBM or Memorex, who are offering competing technologies and/or

products?

V INPUT




